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Dead Is a Battlefield
Marlene Perez 2012 Nightshade High freshman Jessica Walsh's hope of finding
normalcy in high school is crushed when fellow students develop zombie-like crushes on a new boy, and she
learns that she is a Virago, a woman warrior who fights when her city is in trouble. Original. 75,000
first printing.
And We Stay Jenny Hubbard 2014-01-28 When high school senior Paul Wagoner walks into his school library
with a stolen gun, he threatens his girlfriend Emily Beam, then takes his own life. In the wake of the
tragedy, an angry and guilt-ridden Emily is shipped off to boarding school in Amherst, Massachusetts,
where she encounters a ghostly presence who shares her name. The spirit of Emily Dickinson and two quirky
girls offer helping hands, but it is up to Emily to heal her own damaged self. This inventive story, told
in verse and in prose, paints the aftermath of tragedy as a landscape where there is good behind the bad,
hope inside the despair, and springtime under the snow.
Tweaked Katherine Holubitsky 2008-03-01 Sixteen-year-old Gordie Jessup is a good kid but he's living a
nightmare. His eighteen-year-old brother Chase's two-year addiction to crystal meth has left their family
emotionally and financially drained. And just when Gordie thinks he can no longer stand the manipulating,
the lying and the stealing, things get even worse. Chase is arrested for aggravated assault, released on
bail and sent home to his family. But his dealers are after him and Chase appeals to Gordie for help.
Gordie, disgusted with his brother and fully aware that it's a gamble, risks everything he has in the
hope of bringing his family some peace.
Bittersweet
Sarah Ockler 2012-01-03 Hudson Avery gave up a promising competetive ice skating career
after her parents divorced when she was fourteen years old and now spends her time baking cupcakes and
helping out in her mother's upstate New York diner, but when she gets a chance at a scholarship and
starts coaching the boys' hockey team, she realizes that she is not through with ice skating after all.
Stay Deb Caletti 2012-03-20 In a remote corner of Washington State where she and her father have gone to
escape her obsessive boyfriend, Clara meets two brothers who captain a sailboat, a lighthouse keeper with
a secret, and an old friend of her father who knows his secrets.
Afterparty
Ann Redisch Stampler 2015-01-06 Tired of always being the good girl, Emma forms a friendship
with fun and alluring Siobhan, but Siobhan's dangerous lifestyle becomes more than Emma can handle.
Recovery Road
Blake Nelson 2011 While she is in a rehabilitation facility for drug and alcohol abuse,
seventeen-year-old Maddie meets Stewart, who is also in treatment, and they begin a relationship, which
they try to maintain after they both get out.
The Rooster Prince Of Breslov
Ann Redisch Stampler 2010-09-13 This picture book brings a light touch and
engaging silliness to the story of a prince who rejects the lavish luxury of his upbringing in favor of a
life as . . . a rooster. The only person who can persuade the prince to reconsider is neither a doctor
nor a magician but a wise teacher who is willing to become a rooster too. Told to the author by her
grandmother, who brought it from Eastern Europe a century ago, this traditional tale is accompanied by
strikingly witty and graceful illustrations that add their own folkloric flavor. Author's note.
Love? Maybe.
Heather Hepler 2012-01-05 Just because Piper's birthday is on Valentine's Day does not mean
she's a romantic. In fact, after watching her father and then her stepfather leave, she's pretty sure she
doesn't believe in love at all. Then her friends concoct a plan to find them all Valentine's dates, and
somehow Piper finds herself with the most popular guy in school. But true love never follows a plan, and
a string of heartfelt gifts from a secret admirer has Piper wondering if she might be with the wrong guy.
"Readers seeking a romance with sweet, salty, and spicy moments should be entertained." — Publishers
Weekly
America the Beautiful
Ben Carson, M.D. 2012-01-24 What is America becoming? Or, more importantly, what
can she be if we reclaim a vision for the things that made her great in the first place? In America the
Beautiful, Dr. Ben Carson helps us learn from our past in order to chart a better course for our future.
From his personal ascent from inner-city poverty to international medical and humanitarian acclaim,
Carson shares experiential insights that help us understand: what is good about America where we have
gone astray which fundamental beliefs have guided America from her founding into preeminence among
nations Written by a man who has experienced America's best and worst firsthand, America the Beautiful is
at once alarming, convicting, and inspiring. You'll gain new perspectives on our nation's origins, our
Judeo-Christian heritage, our educational system, capitalism versus socialism, our moral fabric,
healthcare, and much more. An incisive manifesto of the values that shaped America's past and must shape
her future, America the Beautiful calls us all to use our God-given talents to improve our lives, our

communities, our nation, and our world.
Go Home, Mrs. Beekman!
Ann Redisch Stampler 2008 Emily Beekman is so nervous about starting school that
she makes her mother promise to stay with her forever, but after Emily makes friends and settles in, she
and her teacher must convince Mrs. Beekman to break her promise and stay home.
Instructions for a Broken Heart
Kim Culbertson 2011-05-01 Top 20 Reasons He's a Slimy Jerk Bastard
Jessa: To help you get over your train wreck EX, I've enclosed 20 envelopes. Each one has a reason why
Sean is a jerk and not worth the dirt on your shoes. And each one has an instruction for you to do one unJessa-like thing a day. NO CHEATING! Ciao! -C When Jessa catches her boyfriend, Sean, making out with
Natalie "the Boob Job" Stone three days before their drama club's departure to Italy, she completely
freaks. Stuck with a front-row view of Sean and Natalie making out against the backdrop of a country that
oozes romance, Jessa promises to follow all of the outrageous instructions in her best friend's care
package and open her heart to new experiences. Enter cute Italian boy stage left. Jessa had prepared to
play the role of humiliated ex-girlfriend, but with Carissa directing her life from afar, it's finally
time to take a shot at being a star. "Instructions for a Broken Heart transported me-to Italy, back to
high school, to the wrench and ache of a first breakup and the exhilaration of self-discovery...with
multifaceted characters and realistic complexities, this unforgettable novel is a journey I'm so glad to
have taken." -Eireann Corrigan, author of Accomplice
You Have Seven Messages
Stewart Lewis 2011-09-13 It's been a year since Luna's mother, the fashion-model
wife of a successful film director, was hit and killed by a taxi in New York's East Village. Luna, her
father, and her little brother, Tile, are still struggling with grief. When Luna goes to clean out her
mother's old studio, she's stunned to find her mom's cell phone there—charged and holding seven unheard
messages. As Luna begins to listen to them, she learns more about her mother's life than she ever wanted
to know . . . and she comes to realize that the tidy tale she's been told about her mother's death may
not be the whole truth. “. . . a lovely contemporary fairy tale, with a sad Upper West Side princess at
the heart of it, and that’s a kind of folklore that many readers will enjoy.”—The Bulletin of the Center
for Children’s Books, Recommended “The book contains various delights. . . . the love story element
shines, and the book offers a nice window into the life of privileged New York youngsters, refreshingly
filled with protective and involved adults.”—Kirkus Reviews “Following Luna through a hazy grief state
after the death of her mother is like a beautiful dream. This book takes your hand and leads you on a
wonder-filled adventure.”—Melissa Walker, author of Small Town Sinners “Luna is someone to weep with and
to cheer for, to wish was your best friend. Readers will fall in love with Luna and her dazzling
world.”—Emily Wing Smith, author of Back When You Were Easier to Love
Kingdom of Sleep
E.K.Johnston 2016-12-15 The world is made safe by a woman . . . but it is a very big
world. It has been generations since the Storyteller Queen saved her country from fire and blood - but
now the kingdom of Kharuf is threatened by a demon gathering power. When a princess is born, the demon is
ready with her final blow: a curse that will cost that princess her very soul, or force her to destroy
her own people to save her life. The threads of magic are tightly spun, binding princess and exiled
spinners into a desperate quest to break the curse. But the web of power is dangerously tangled - and
they may not see the true pattern until it is unspooled. Kingdom of Sleep, by the critically acclaimed E.
K. Johnston, is a spellbinding retelling of an enchanting fairy tale with the power of story at its
heart.
The Shadow Thieves
Anne Ursu 2007-04-24 After her cousin Zee arrives from England, thirteen-year-old
Charlotte and he must set out to save humankind from denizens of the underworld, Nightmares, Death, Pain,
and a really nasty guy named Phil.
9 Days and 9 Nights
Katie Cotugno 2018-05-01 In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller 99 Days,
perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Morgan Matson, Molly Barlow finds herself in Europe on her summer
vacation, desperately trying to forget everything that happened a year ago. But over the course of nine
days and nine nights, her whole life will be turned upside down once more. . . . Molly Barlow isn’t that
girl anymore. A business major at her college in Boston, she’s reinvented herself after everything that
went down a year ago… After all the people she hurt and the family she tore apart. Slowly, life is
getting back to normal. Molly has just said I love you to her new boyfriend, Ian, and they are off on a
romantic European vacation together, starting with scenic London. But there on a tube platform, the past
catches up to her in the form of Gabe, her ex, traveling on his own parallel vacation with new girlfriend
Sadie. After comparing itineraries, Ian ends up extending an invite for Gabe and Sadie to join them on
the next leg of their trip, to Ireland. And Molly and Gabe can’t bring themselves to tell the truth about
who they once were to each other to their new significant others. Now Molly has to spend 9 days and 9
nights with the boy she once loved, the boy whose heart she shredded, without Ian knowing. Will she make
it through as new and improved Molly, or will everything that happened between her and Gabe come rushing
back?
Starring Sally J. Freedman as Herself
Judy Blume 2014-04-29 While spending the winter of 1947-1948 in
Miami Beach with her family, ten-year-old Sally makes up stories, casts herself in starring roles in
movies, and encounters a sinister stranger.
Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears
1975 A retelling of a traditional West African tale that reveals
how the mosquito developed its annoying habit.
Something for Nothing
Ann Redisch Stampler 2003 Dog lived in the noisiest part of Bialystok. All day
long he heard the hubbub of the nearby marketplace, and all night long he heard the banging and clanging
of workmen unloading their goods. When he could take the racket no more, Dog set off for the country to
find a quieter place to live. On his first night in his new home, a gang of howling and yowling, hissing
and screeching cats terrorize him, destroying his newfound peace and quiet. Inspired by a Jewish folk

tale, the story tells how Dog outwits the rascally cats It makes for a humorous, satisfying story,
exuberantly illustrated with stunning jewel-toned paintings reminiscent of Marc Chagall's. Afterword.
AUTHOR: Ann Redisch Stampler based her two books for Clarion on stories from her grandmother, who was
born in Belarus and moved to the United States as a young girl. AGE: 7-10 GRADES 3-5
Cinder (The Lunar Chronicles Book 1)
Marissa Meyer 2012-01-05 A forbidden romance. A deadly plague.
Earth's fate hinges on one girl . . . CINDER, a gifted mechanic in New Beijing, is also a cyborg. She's
reviled by her stepmother and blamed for her stepsister's sudden illness. But when her life becomes
entwined with the handsome Prince Kai's, she finds herself at the centre of a violent struggle between
the desires of an evil queen - and a dangerous temptation. Cinder is caught between duty and freedom,
loyalty and betrayal. Now she must uncover secrets about her mysterious past in order to protect Earth's
future. This is not the fairytale you remember. But it's one you won't forget.
The First Lie: A short story
Diane Chamberlain 2013-06-04 If you're a fan of Jodi Picoult, you'll love
Diane Chamberlain's The First Lie, an original eBook short story companion to Necessary Lies. It's 1958
in rural North Carolina, where thirteen-year-old Ivy Hart lives with her grandmother and sister on a
tobacco farm. As tenant farmers, Ivy and her family don't have much freedom, though she and her best
friend, Henry, often sneak away in search of adventure. But everything changes when Ivy's teenage sister
gives birth, refusing to reveal the identity of the baby's father. Soon Ivy finds herself unravelling a
dark web of family secrets and trying to make sense of her ever-evolving life in the segregated South.
The Faerie Ring
Kiki Hamilton 2011-09-27 Debut novelist Kiki Hamilton takes readers from the gritty
slums and glittering ballrooms of Victorian London to the beguiling but menacing Otherworld of the Fey in
this spellbinding tale of romance, suspense, and danger. The year is 1871, and Tiki has been making a
home for herself and her family of orphans in a deserted hideaway adjoining Charing Cross Station in
central London. Their only means of survival is by picking pockets. One December night, Tiki steals a
ring, and sets off a chain of events that could lead to all-out war with the Fey. For the ring belongs to
Queen Victoria, and it binds the rulers of England and the realm of Faerie to peace. With the ring
missing, a rebel group of faeries hopes to break the treaty with dark magic and blood—Tiki's blood.
Unbeknownst to Tiki, she is being watched—and protected—by Rieker, a fellow thief who suspects she is
involved in the disappearance of the ring. Rieker has secrets of his own, and Tiki is not all that she
appears to be. Her very existence haunts Prince Leopold, the Queen's son, who is driven to know more
about the mysterious mark that encircles her wrist. Prince, pauper, and thief—all must work together to
secure the treaty... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Never Enough
Denise Jaden 2012-07-10 Sixteen-year-old Loann admires and envies her older sister Claire's
strength, popularity and beauty, but as Loann begins to open up to new possibilities in herself, she
discovers that Claire's all-consuming quest for perfection comes at a dangerous price. Original.
Come Back to Me
Mila Gray 2015-12-08 In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a young Marine and
his best friend’s sister plunge into a forbidden love affair while he’s home on leave. When a Marine
Chaplain knocks on her door, Jessa’s heart breaks—someone she loves is dead. Killed in action, but is it
Riley or Kit? Her brother or her boyfriend… Three months earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home
on leave and dangerously drawn to his best friend Riley’s sister, Jessa—the one girl he can’t have.
Exhausted from fighting his feelings, Kit finally gives in, and Jessa isn’t strong enough to resist
diving headfirst into a passionate relationship. But what was just supposed to be a summer romance
develops into something far greater than either of them expected. Jessa’s finally found the man of her
dreams and Kit’s finally discovered there’s someone he’d sacrifice everything for. When it’s time for Kit
to redeploy, neither one is ready to say goodbye. Jessa vows to wait for him and Kit promises to come
home to her. No matter what. But as Jessa stands waiting for the Marine Chaplain to break her heart, she
can’t help but feel that Kit has broken his promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley? Her brother or her
boyfriend? Who’s coming home to her?
A Season for Fireflies
Rebecca Maizel 2016-06-28 A captivating contemporary novel about first love,
second chances, and the power of memory, by the author of Between Us and the Moon, perfect for fans of
Sarah Dessen and Katie Cotugno. One year ago, Penny Berne was the star of her high school’s theater
department, surrounded by a group of misfits and falling in love with her best friend, Wes. Now her old
friends won’t talk to her, her first love, Wes, ignores her, and her best friend is the most popular girl
in school. Penny is revered—and hated. But when a near-fatal lightning strike leaves Penny with no memory
of the past year, or how she went from drama nerd to queen bee, Penny realizes she may have the second
chance she never expected.…
The Wolves Sarah DeLappe 2018-07-17 One of the most-talked about new plays of the 2016 Off-Broadway
season, Sarah DeLappe’s The Wolves opened to enthusiastic acclaim, including two sold-out, extended runs
at The Playwrights Realm/The Duke on 42nd Street.The Wolves follows the 9 teenage girls—members of an
indoor soccer team—as they warm up, engage in banter and one-upmanship, and fight battles big and small
with each other and themselves. As the teammates warm up in sync, a symphony of overlapping dialogue
spills out their concerns, including menstruation (pads or tampons?), is Coach hung over?, eating
disorders, sexual pressure, the new girl, and the Khmer Rouge (what it is, how to pronounce it, and do
they need to know about it—“We don’t do genocides ’til senior year.†?) By season’s and play’s end, amidst
the wins and losses, rivalries and tragedies, they are warriors tested and ready—they are The Wolves.
The Cats on Ben Yehuda Street
Ann Redisch Stampler 2014-08-01 Kar-Ben Read-Aloud eBooks with Audio
combine professional narration and text highlighting to bring eBooks to life! There are lots of cats on
Ben Yehuda Street, but it is the friendship between a little grey cat with a pink collar and a fluffy
white stray cat that brings two lonely neighbors together.

The Talking Eggs: A Folktale from the American South
Read 1992-08-01 A Southern folktale in which kind
Blanche, following the instructions of an old witch, gains riches, while her greedy sister makes fun of
the old woman and is duly rewarded.
The Wooden Sword
2012-02-01 Disguised in servant’s clothes, an Afghani shah slips out of his palace to
learn more about his people. When he encounters a poor Jewish shoemaker full of faith that everything
will turn out just as it should, the shah grows curious. Vowing that no harm will befall the poor man, he
decides to test that faith, only to find that the shoemaker’s cheerful optimism cannot be shaken. But the
biggest challenge of the poor man’s life is yet to come! Ann Stampler’s retelling of this classic Afghani
Jewish folktale is enriched by Carol Liddiment’s charming and vivid paintings.
How to Disappear
Ann Redisch Stampler 2017-06-13 "A sexy road trip thriller, told from alternate
perspectives, following a girl on the run after witnessing or committing a murder and the boy who has
been sent to kill her"-Rules of Attraction
Simone Elkeles 2011-10-27 Carlos Fuentes isn't happy about leaving Mexico to start
the "new" life his older brother, Alex, has planned for him.Carlos liked his freedom; living life on the
edge - just like Alex did. Kiara Westford doesn't talk much; instead preferring to shut out the world.
And when Carlos bounds into her life she struggles to understand him. Carlos is sure that Kiara thinks
she's too good for him, which is just fine because he's not interested anyway, right? But when they
finally open up to each other, the connection they feel shocks them both. Can they overcome their fears
and realise that sometimes opposites really do attract? 'Elkeles once again delivers a steamy page-turner
bound to make teens swoon' School Library Journal 'If Perfect Chemistry was good, Rules of Attraction is
better! …fans of Perfect Chemistry need to read this book, and those who haven't read Perfect Chemistry
need to get their hands on both pronto!' Once Upon a Bookcase 'Elkeles has perfected the way she writes
these novels, because like its predecessor, the writing is fast paced and make for easy reads because
they never dwindle too much on unnecessary factors.' The Crooked Shelf 'A high recommendation for all
fans of teen romance - and there's enough depth to it and action, coupled with a fairly gritty feel, that
I can also see it appealing to many people who normally wouldn't look twice at this genre.' The Bookbag
The Cats on Ben Yehuda Street
Ann Redisch Stampler 2014-01-01 There are lots of cats on Ben Yehuda
Street, but it is the friendship between a little grey cat with a pink collar and a fluffy white stray
cat that brings two lonely neighbors together.
How to Disappear
Ann Redisch Stampler 2016-06-14 This “adrenaline-soaked thriller” (Publishers Weekly)
follows the game of cat and mouse between a girl on the run from a murder she witnessed—or committed?—and
the boy who’s sent to kill her. Nicolette Holland is the girl everyone likes. Up for adventure. Loyal to
a fault. And she’s pretty sure she can get away with anything...until a young woman is brutally murdered
in the woods near Nicolette’s house. Which is why she has to disappear. Jack Manx has always been the
stand-up guy with the killer last name. But straight A’s and athletic trophies can’t make people forget
that his father was a hit man and his brother is doing time for armed assault. Just when Jack is about to
graduate from his Las Vegas high school and head east for college, his brother pulls him into the family
business with inescapable instructions: find this ruthless Nicolette Holland and get rid of her. Or else
Jack and everyone he loves will pay the price. As Nicolette and Jack race to outsmart each other,
tensions—and attractions—run high. Told in alternating voices, this tightly plotted mystery and tense
love story challenges our assumptions about right and wrong, guilt and innocence, truth and lies.
Paparazzi Princess
Jen Calonita 2009-03-01 As the last season of Family Affair comes to a close, primetime teen star Kaitlin Burke is no closer to deciding what she wants to do after the show ends.
Struggling with career choices and bummed over a ridiculous catfight with her BFF, Liz, Kaitlin is so
mixed up she even starts to semi-bond with her archnemesis, Sky. Worst of all, she falls in with two of
Hollywood's biggest party fiends when one of them asks her, "Don't you ever do what you want to do?"
Shopping sprees and the Tinseltown nightlife seem fun at first, but soon Kaitlin realizes that being a
paparazzi princess just might be her downfall. You won't want to miss the fourth book in Jen Calonita's
beloved six-book Secrets of My Hollywood Life series.
Then You Were Gone
Lauren Strasnick 2013-01-08 In the tradition of 13 Reasons Why, a suspenseful and
heart-wrenching novel from the author of Nothing Like You and Her and Me and You. Two years ago,
Adrienne’s best friend walked out of her life. One week ago, she left Adrienne a desperate, muffled
voicemail. Adrienne never called back. Now Dakota is missing. She left behind a string of broken hearts,
a flurry of rumors, and a suicide note. Adrienne can’t stop obsessing over what might have happened if
she’d answered Dakota’s call. And she’s increasingly convinced that Dakota must still be alive. Maybe
finding and saving Dakota is the only way Adrienne can save herself. Or maybe it’s too late for them
both.
Where It Began
Ann Redisch Stampler 2013-02-19 After she is in a horrific car crash when drunk, Los
Angeles high school student Gabriella Gardiner assumes she stole her rich boyfriend's car and smashed it
into a tree, but she cannot remember anything about the events of the evening.
Shlemazel and the Remarkable Spoon of Pohost
Ann Redisch Stampler 2006 A retelling of an Eastern
European tale in which Shlemazel, the laziest man in town, is tricked into believing that the lucky spoon
given to him by a neighbor will bring him fortune and fame, if it is used in the right way.
Winter Town Stephen Emond 2011-12-05 Every winter, straight-laced, Ivy League bound Evan looks forward
to a visit from Lucy, a childhood pal who moved away after her parent's divorce. But when Lucy arrives
this year, she's changed. The former "girl next door" now has chopped dyed black hair, a nose stud, and a
scowl. But Evan knows that somewhere beneath the Goth, "Old Lucy" still exists, and he's determined to
find her... even if it means pissing her off. Garden State meets Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist in
this funny and poignant illustrated novel about opposites who fall in love.

The Girl Who Wrote in Silk
Kelli Estes 2015-07-07 A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel inspired by
true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant and atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two women determined to
do the right thing and the power of our own stories. The smallest items can hold centuries of secrets...
Inara Erickson is exploring her deceased aunt's island estate when she finds an elaborately stitched
piece of fabric hidden in the house. As she peels back layer upon layer of the secrets it holds, Inara's
life becomes interwoven with that of Mei Lein, a young Chinese girl mysteriously driven from her home a
century before. Through the stories Mei Lein tells in silk, Inara uncovers a tragic truth that will shake
her family to its core—and force her to make an impossible choice. A touching and tender book for fans of
Marie Benedict, Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan Jepson.
World After
Susan Ee 2013 Penryn's search for her kidnapped sister, Paige, leads her into the heart of
the angels' secret plans, while Raffe must choose between reclaiming his wings--and his role as the
angels' leader--or helping Penryn survive.
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